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Abstract
Many real-world graphs are temporal in nature, where the

temporal information indicates when a particular edge is

changed (e.g., edge insertion and deletion). Performing ran-

dom walks on such temporal graphs is of paramount value.

The state-of-the-art sampling strategies are tailored for con-

ventional static graphs and thus cannot effectively tackle the

dynamic nature of temporal graphs due to several significant

efficiency challenges, i.e., high sampling complexity, gigantic

index space, and poor programmability.

In this paper, we present TEA, the first highly-efficient

general-purpose TEmporal grAph random walk engine. At

its core, TEA introduces a new hybrid sampling approach

that combines two Monte Carlo sampling methods together

to drastically reduce space complexity and achieve high sam-

pling speed. TEA further employs a series of algorithmic

and system-level optimizations to remarkably improve the

sampling efficiency, as well as provide streaming graph sup-

port. Finally, we introduce a temporal-centric programming

model to ease the implementation of various random walk

algorithms on temporal graphs. Experimental results demon-

strate that TEA can achieve up to 3 orders of magnitude
speedups over the state-of-the-art random walk engines on

large temporal graphs.

CCS Concepts: •Computingmethodologies→ Parallel
algorithms; • Theory of computation → Graph algo-
rithms analysis.
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1 Introduction
Many real-world graphs are temporal in nature, where the

temporal information indicates when a particular edge is

changed (e.g., edge insertion and deletion). And such tem-

poral information is often crucial to correctly interpreting

temporal graphs. Figure 1 uses the commuting network to

demonstrate the importance of temporal information. In the

commuting graph, if a path is to be formed, the path must

obey the temporal connectivity rule. That is, passing through

each vertex, the time of the out edge from this vertex is larger

than that of the in edges. Using the paths arriving at vertex

7 from vertex 9 as an example, only three paths 9→7→4,

9→7→5, and 9→7→6 are valid. Apparently, this is different

from the case when we disregard the temporal information.
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Figure 1. Commuting network represented as a temporal

graph where the numerical value on each edge represents

the departing time from the source to the destination vertex.

This running example is used across this manuscript.

For many real-world applications, temporal information

is a key metric for extracting valuable insights and making

informed decisions. Below, we enumerate a few more exam-

ples, in addition to the aforementioned commute network.

In an e-commerce network [22, 51], users’ preferences could

evolve from time to time. Static graph analysis would over-

look such information and result in inaccurate or misleading

market decisions, leading to severe revenue losses. Another

example is an education network [22]. A student who has

not attended class in the last few days will have a higher

https://doi.org/10.1145/3552326.3567491
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probability of dropping out. Educators could intervene proac-

tively to avoid such abrupt career changes. The temporal

information in a temporal graph is often indispensable.

Random walk is a popular and fundamental tool for many

graph applications like graph processing, link prediction,

graph mining, graph embedding, and node classification [3–

5, 7, 8, 10, 33, 37, 45, 47–53]. In general, a random walk usu-

ally starts from a specific vertex. At each step, this walker

samples an edge from the outgoing neighbors of its cur-

rently residing vertex according to the transition probability
defined by each randomwalk application [8, 33, 45]. This pro-

cess will continue until it meets certain termination criteria,

such as the desired random walk length. Several recent ef-

forts [32, 40, 45] have developed systems to support random

walks and their applications on static graphs which disregard
the temporal information. However, various graph learning

projects [17, 25, 31, 41, 55] identify that integrating temporal

information into random walks can dramatically improve

graph learning accuracy, demonstrating the importance of

temporal random walks.

Unlike a static graph, a temporal graph walker must guar-

antee that the time order of a path increases. Specifically, a
temporal graph walker starts from a specific edge. At each

step, this walker samples an edge, which has a larger time

instance than the current edge, from the out-edges of its cur-

rently residing vertex according to the transition probability.
In static graphs, the edge sampling step is deemed as themost

challenging step for a random walk algorithm [32, 35, 40, 45].

When it comes to temporal graphs, the additional tempo-

ral information will, unfortunately, further complicate that

sampling process.
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Figure 2. Average sampling cost of TEA (hybrid sampling),

KnightKing (rejection sampling), and GraphWalker (full-

scan sampling), which is defined as #edges/step.

First, rejection sampling, regarded as a desirable sampling

algorithm for dynamic random walks according to [45], suf-

fers from a high rejection rate in temporal random walks.

Particularly, in temporal random walk algorithms, the edge

weight is often associated with temporal information. For

instance, an exponential temporal random walk uses the

exponential value of the temporal information to represent

the sampling bias (Section 2.3). This will result in a highly

skewed probability distribution function (Section 2.2), which

leads to a drastically squeezed “accept" area. Therefore, re-
jection sampling [39] method will suffer from a large number

of average trials due to high rejection rate. Consequently,

one has to resort to either inverse transform sampling (ITS)
method [30] or the alias method for sampling.

Considering that alias method offers better sampling com-

plexity over ITS, one might opt for the former method for

sampling on temporal graphs. However, the dynamically

evolving candidate edge set will introduce overwhelming

space consumption in the alias method. Particularly, because

temporal random walk requires the path to obey the time

order, different walkers might need different candidate edge

sets even when sampling the same vertex. Using Figure 1

as an example, entering vertex 7 from vertex 9 would lead

to the candidate set of {4, 5, 6} while entering vertex 7 from

vertex 8 has the candidate set of {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. In this

context, using the alias method alone will require construct-

ing various versions of alias tables. Further, identifying the

correct version of the alias table for sampling based on the

temporal information of the current arriving edge could also

be challenging.

Figure 2 compares TEA’s average sampling cost per sam-

pling step (defined as the edges evaluated per step) with

two recent works on four temporal datasets. For the two

recent works, KnightKing, which relies on rejection sam-

pling, requires the evaluation of 11,071 edges on average

per step due to a higher rejection rate. The other approach,

GraphWalker [40] adopts a full-scan sampling method that

generates all edges of the current candidate edge set to build

the alias table on each sampling process and requires an

evaluation of 19,046 edges per step. For this method, Graph-

Walker requires 1 petabyte of preprocessed data for sampling

the twitter dataset [23]. Compared with these two works,

TEA only evaluates 5.5 edges on average per step thanks to

our hybrid sampling approach (Section 3.2).

Further, there lacks a general-purpose framework with

essential algorithmic and system-level optimizations for fast

random walks on temporal graphs. This results in poor

user productivity and low-performance implementations

of these types of algorithms and applications. Additionally,

as KnightKing [45] has suggested, it is counter-intuitive for

users to implement walker-centric algorithms in popular

graph frameworks [29, 54] because programmers could lose

the ability to track the walker state updates. Adding an-

other dimension of temporal information to the random

walk would further complicate the programmability. Specif-

ically, it would be extremely challenging for the users to

manage the dynamically changing sampling space, as well

as derive the optimal Monte Carlo sampling method for tem-

poral random walk algorithms.
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This paper presents TEA which strives to achieve low

space consumption, fast sampling speed, and expressive pro-

gramming interfaces for various temporal random walk ap-

plications. At its core, TEA provides a novel hybrid sampling

method that combines the ITS and alias methods together to

drastically reduce space complexity and achieve high sam-

pling speed. This method removes the dependency of edge

transition probability calculation on the walker’s temporal

information and takes advantage of both the ITS and the alias

method by averting the expensive searching cost of ITS and

the enormous space overhead in the alias method. Here, the

sampling space is stored in our novel Persistent Alias Table

(PAT) data structure. Furthermore, TEA introduces a Hier-

archical Persistent Alias Table (HPAT) method, associated

with an auxiliary index, to dramatically improve the sam-

pling efficiency, and enable out-of-core sampling for large

temporal graphs. Additionally, TEA also provides efficient

streaming graph processing support. As for programming,

TEA (written in C++) provides high-level user-friendly APIs

and customized function design options to improve user

productivity. Finally, our comprehensive performance eval-

uation reveals that TEA can achieve up to 6, 158× speedup

over GraphWalker and 954× over KnightKing for a diverse

range of dynamic random walks on temporal graphs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion 2 describes the background. Sections 3 and 4, respec-

tively, present the technical design and system implementa-

tion of TEA. Section 5 evaluates TEA. We discuss the related

work in Section 6 and Section 7 concludes.

2 Background
This section discusses temporal graphs and the taxonomy of

various Monte Carlo sampling algorithms. The major nota-

tions used in this paper have been defined in Table 1.

Table 1. Notation Table.

Notation Description
D The maximum vertex degree in graph G

N (u) Vertex u ′s edge set
C[k] The k-th number of the prefix sum array

Γt (u) Candidate edge set of vertex u at time t
δ ((u,vi , ti )) Weight of the edge (u,vi , ti )
P((u,vi , ti )) Edge transition probability of (u,vi , ti )
trunkSize The size of each trunk

τ k ,iu The i-th trunk of vertex u with the length of 2
k

β,p,q The temporal node2vec parameters

ε The accepted ratio of rejection sampling

2.1 Temporal Graph
Different from static graphs, edges in temporal graphs in-

clude temporal information. Let G = (V , E,R) be a temporal

graph, where V is the vertex set in G, E is the set of edges

in G, and R is the temporal information set which is at the

size of |E|. Each edge e ∈ E is defined as a triplet (u,v, t),
where u,v ∈ V , t represents the time edge e appears and

t ∈ R. We define dv as the degree of the each vertex v and

D is the maximum vertex degree, D =max{dv , v ∈ V }. We

use the maximum vertex degree for time complexity analysis

because, similarly to KnightKing [45], vertices with higher

degree numbers will have higher probabilities to be visited

in a random walk. A path in a temporal graph is called a

temporal path, which starts from a vertex u1 at time t1 and
arrives at vertex un at time tn−1. Thus, this path can be de-

fined by P = e1 · e2 · . . . en−1 where ei = (ui ,ui+1, ti ), and it

must satisfy the time constraint: ti−1 < ti with i > 1.

For real-world applications, a temporal graph is repre-

sented as an edge stream, i.e., a sequence of all edges that

come in the order of time when it is created or collected [15,

18, 22, 42, 43, 53]. In this paper, we assume the temporal

graph is updated incrementally (see Section 3.5). The e-

commerce networks, which add new shopping records to the

graphs with respect to temporal information, are a typical

example of this dynamic feature. TEA adopts the edge stream

data representation format for a temporal random walk.

2.2 Monte Carlo Sampling Methods
Various random walk algorithms often follow a similar pro-

cedure: a group of walkers, each of which starts from a vertex

in a graph (u), selects a neighbor of the current vertex (vi )
from the candidate edge set N (u) (edge sampling step), and
transits to the selected neighbor. This procedure continues

until certain termination conditions are met. Note, the pro-

cess of selecting a neighbor of the current vertex follows

a given probability which is called edge transition probabil-
ity [8, 33, 45]. The edge transition probability for edge (u,vi )
is defined as:

P((u,vi )) =
δ ((u,vi ))∑

(u ,vj )∈N (u) δ ((u,vj ))
, (1)

where δ ((u,vi )) is the weight of edge (u,vi ).
Sampling edges is the most time-consuming step in ran-

dom walk [32, 45]. The previous work [45] has reported

that the sampling step in a Spark node2vec implementa-

tion [9] can take up to 98.8% of the total execution time.

Here we briefly introduce three sampling methods that are

widely used in random walks, including inverse transform
sampling [30], alias method [27], and rejection sampling [39].

Inverse transform sampling (ITS): For each vertex u,
ITS uses an array C to store the Cumulative Distribution
Function by calculating the prefix sum of the weights of u ′s
current edge set, which is defined as N (u). Let us define
N (u) = {e1, . . . , ei } and assume the weight of each edge ei
asW (ei ), C[i] =

∑i
j=1W (ej ). In every sampling process, a

random number r is produced in the range of [0,C[|N (u)|]],
whereC[|N (u)|] is the sum of all the edges’ weights in N (u).
After this, ITS will find the smallest k that satisfiesC[k−1] <
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Figure 3. When a walker arrives at 7 from 9, how differ-

ent Monte Carlo sampling methods, i.e., ITS, Alias Method,

and Rejection Sampling, work on the candidate edge set

(7, 4, 5), (7, 5, 6), (7, 6, 7), where these edges use the associ-
ated temporal information as the sampling weights.

r ≤ C[k]. Thus, the sampled edge will be the kth edge in

N (u). This process can be completed via a binary search

with the time complexity of O(loд(D)). Using Figure 3b as

an example, when a walker arrives at 7 from 9, it will sample

from the edges set (7, 4, 5), (7, 5, 6), (7, 6, 7). The cumulative

distribution function C is C = {0, 5, 11, 18}. Our random
number r = 12 leads us to select edge (7, 6, 7).
Aliasmethod divides theweight of each edge into several

pieces and combines them together to form n trunks. In

principle, two conditions have to be satisfied: (1) every trunk

can have up to two pieces, and (2) the total weight of each

trunk must be the overall average weight. Upon sampling,

we first uniformly sample a trunk and subsequently sample

a piece in the trunk. Intuitively, the probability of an edge

being sampled is proportional to the sum of the weights of its

corresponding pieces. The data structures that record these

trunks and their contents are called alias tables. The time

complexity of generating an alias table and sampling on it

is O(n) and O(1), respectively. As shown in Figure 3c, the

alias method generates three trunks with an average of 6.

Our sampling process selects trunk 2, which only contains

one edge. This leads us to select edge (7, 6, 7).
Rejection sampling [39] is recently used to sample the

dynamicweight of each edge in a low-dimensional graph [45].

The key advantage of rejection sampling is that when edge

weight changes, rejection sampling does not need to regen-

erate the sampling space because rejection sampling treats

each participating edge separately. Once an edge is selected,

one only needs to check if this selection is accepted or not.

Figure 3d illustrates an example of the rejection sampling on

the same vertex 7. Rejection sampling first generates a ran-

dom number to select a potential edge. In this case, we select

vertex 4. Subsequently, one generates another random num-

ber to decide whether we should reject or accept this sampled

edge. For the second random number, since the range is 0

to the maximum probability across all edges, which is 7 in

Figure 3d. Therefore, one could generate a rejected sample

like the red dot in Figure 3d. If a sampled edge is rejected,

we need to sample again. This process continues until we

derive a valid selection, such as vertex 6 in Figure 3d.

2.3 Temporal RandomWalk Applications
This section discusses three popular biased temporal ran-

dom walk applications, which are the most common and

complex forms of random walk algorithms. It is worth not-

ing that there also exist unbiased edge weight random walk

algorithms. We also want to clarify that despite our TEA
framework being inspired by biased temporal random walk

algorithms, TEA can also support unbiased counterparts by

assigning uniform weights to all edges.

Candidate edge set:Different from the randomwalk on a

static graph, when a walker arrives at vertex u on a temporal

graph, the eligible candidate edges are defined as Γt (u). Here,
Γt (u) = {(u,vi , ti )| (u,vi , ti ) ∈ N (u), ti > t}, where t is
the time instance associated with the preceding edge that

reachesu. Belowwe describe three popular temporal random

walk algorithms.

(I) Linear temporal weight random walk: The edge

transition probability for edge (u,vi , ti ) ∈ Γt (u) is defined as:

P((u,vi , ti )) =
δ ((u,vi , ti ))∑

(u ,vj ,tj )∈Γt (u) δ ((u,vj , tj ))
, (2)

whereδ ((u,vi , ti )) is theweight of edge (u,vi , ti ). This weight
is set as either ti or rank((u,vi , ti )). Here, ti is the time in-

stance associated with this edge (u,vi , ti ). The rank() func-
tion is the current edge’s timing ranking among all the edges.

Since both ways of deriving edge weight are linearly corre-

lated to the temporal information ti , we consider this variant
a linear temporal bias. Recently, CTDNE [31] has imple-

mented this linear weight algorithm to DeepWalk [33].

(II) Exponential temporal weight randomwalk is an-

other variant of temporal random walk. Using CTDNE [31]

as an example, when a walker arrives at a vertex u of time t ,
the current edge set of u is N (u). The edge weight becomes

δ ((u,vi , ti )) =exp(ti − t), which is changing according to the

current time instance t . However, since the edge weights

of all edges are changing with respect to t , we can cancel

out that impact, which is shown in Equation 3. The edge

transition probability for each edge (u,vi , ti ) ⊆ Γt (u) is:

P((u,vi , ti )) =
δ ((u,vi , ti ))∑

(u ,vj ,tj )∈Γt (u) δ ((u,vj , tj ))

=
exp(ti − t)∑

(u ,vj ,tj )∈Γt (u) exp(tj − t)

=
exp(ti )∑

(u ,vj ,tj )∈Γt (u) exp(tj )
.

(3)

The exponential temporal weight random walk is widely

used in temporal graphs to capture time instances such as

CAW [41] and EHNA [17]. The exponential function here

is similar to the exponentially decaying probability of con-

secutive contacts, which has been observed in the spread of

computer viruses and worms [14].
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Figure 4. Evolution of temporal graph i.e., candidate edge set and candidate edge weight with time for vertex 7.

(III) Temporal node2vec [17] extends CTDNE accord-

ing to the definition of node2vec [8]. The probability dis-

tribution depends on not only the time instance of the pre-

ceding vertex but also the distance between the preceding

vertex and the candidate vertex. When a walker arrives at

a vertex u of time t with w as the preceding vertex of u in

the random walk, the edge transition probability for edge

(u,vi , ti ) ⊆ Γt (u) can be expressed as :

P((u,vi , ti )) = β(u ,vi ) ·
δ ((u,vi , ti ))∑

(u ,vj ,tj )∈Γt (u) δ ((u,vj , tj ))
, (4)

where β(u ,vi ) is
1

p if d(w ,vi ) = 0, 1 if d(w ,vi ) = 1, and
1

q if

d(w ,vi ) = 2.

The definitions of β(u ,vi ), d(w ,vi ), p, and q are the same as

their definitions in node2vec [8] on static graphs. Particularly,

p and q control the random walk to walk like either Breadth-

or Depth- First Search algorithms. With d(w ,vi ) = 0, u will

travel back tow . With d(w ,vi ) = 1, vi is one-hop away from

u and w . With d(w ,vi ) = 2, vi is two-hops away from w .

β(u ,vi ) is combined with exp(ti −t) to get more time-sensitive

information from the temporal paths.

3 TEA: A Temporal Graph RandomWalk
Engine

3.1 Observation and Overview

Observation. In this paper, we observe that, for a temporal

random walk, using any Monte Carlo sampling algorithm

alonewill suffer from overwhelming performance challenges.

Below we offer our key observations:

First, the rejection sampling method faces an extremely

large number of trials when applied to temporal graphs. For

example, when randomwalks arrive at vertex 7 from vertex 8

in Figure 1, the candidate set for vertex 7 will be {0, 1, . . . , 6}
and the weight distribution of the exponential temporal

weight randomwalkwill be {exp(1), exp(2), . . . , exp(7)}. The

expected trials can be as large as
7∗exp(7)∑
7

j=1 exp(j)
. Figure 2 also con-

firms a higher average sampling cost for rejection sampling

with KnightKing.

Second, ITS samplingmethod always experiencesO(loд(D))
time complexity, which is nontrivial. It is important to note

that for different time ranges of interest, ITS will not re-

compute the sampling space to reduce the searching space

because reconstructing the sampling space is often more

time-consuming than directly sampling on the largest time

range. Therefore the sampling complexity remains to be

O(loд(D)) for ITS.
Third, for the alias method, one would have to build one

version of the alias table for each unique time step t of each
vertex to take advantage of precomputing the transition prob-

ability for fast sampling. For each vertexvi , the alias method

stores the alias tables of all possible candidate sets of vi . The
alias table of each candidate set will take O(Dvi ) space with

Dvi as the degree number of vi . The space complexity is

O(D2

vi ). Therefore, the alias method would require around∑
vi ∈V D2

vi space to store all the alias tables. Such an enor-

mous space consumption will make the storing and indexing

of the alias table (i.e., deciding which alias table to search

against) prohibitively expensive. For example, for vertex 7

in Figure 4, the candidate set for vertex 7 will be different if

the arriving time is 0, 3, or 4. Three candidate edge sets will

lead to three different alias tables for the same vertex 7.

Overview. To combat the high sampling cost faced by

rejection sampling, nontrivial sampling time complexity by

ITS, and the enormous space requirement faced by alias ta-

ble method-based temporal random walk, TEA introduces a

hybrid approach that combines both ITS sampling and alias

method. Particularly, the edge sets are partitioned into a col-

lection of smaller static partitions, each of which is a trunk

of an alias table. During sampling, ITS sampling is used to

select the trunk of interest. Subsequently, inside each trunk,

we will resort to the alias method for sampling. Furthermore,

TEA proposes an HPAT design for in-memory sampling and

auxiliary indexing for fast identifying the alias table of in-

terest. Finally, considering temporal graphs could come in

as a streaming format, TEA also introduces streaming graph

support.

3.2 Persistent Alias Table (PAT)
Although the candidate edge sets could change dynamically

according to the temporal information in the temporal graph,

each could be a combination of several smaller subsets of

edges. In our PAT method, we partition the entire edge set

into several smaller subsets. Here, each subset of edges also
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referred to as a trunk, remains unchanged. For a candidate

edge set that contains multiple trunks, we resort to the ITS

sampling method to select the trunk of interest. Finally, since

the trunk remains unchanged, one can use the alias method

to perform sampling in that trunk.

PAT encompasses new data structures and sampling algo-

rithms to allow efficient sampling. For the new data structure,

we construct alias tables for all the trunks and the prefix-

sum array at the granularity of the trunk. Our construction

process works as follows. We first partition the entire neigh-

bor list into a collection of trunks, each containing an equal

number of edges. As shown in Figure 5, we partition vertex

7’s neighbor list into four trunks, {6, 5}, {4, 3}, {2, 1}, and {0}

in a decreasing time order. Afterward, we build an alias ta-

ble for each trunk. In the meantime, we will construct the

prefix-sum array for these four trunks. Here, we assume the

temporal weight of each edge is defined by the linear tempo-

ral weight rule discussed in Section 2.3, which is shown as

the temporal weight in Figure 5. In this case, we can build

the alias table for each trunk with the mean as 6.5, 4.5, 2.5,

and 1, respectively. The subsequent prefix-sum array of the

trunks are {0, 13, 22, 27, 28} as shown in the bottom right

of Figure 5. Note that we name this data structure persis-
tent alias table (PAT) referencing the concept of persistent

segment tree [34].

6 5 4 3 2 1 07’s edges in trunks
Temporal weight     7   6      5  4       3   2          1
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Figure 5. Persistent alias table (PAT) for vertex 7 of Figure 1
with the edges arranged by decreasing time. Under this new

construction, ITS is first used to select a particular trunk,

then the alias method is applied to perform sampling inside

the selected trunk.

Atop our PAT data structure design, our algorithm would

need to cope with two types of sampling cases hinging upon

whether all the edges in the trunk selected from ITS are

complete or not. The first sampling case, when all the edges

in the selected trunk are complete, is straightforward. Simply,

alias method can then be used directly to sample the neighbor

of interest within the trunk. This case is demonstrated as

1 in Figure 5. Assuming the incoming edge is (0, 7, 3), the
candidate set is {6, 5, 4, 3}. The selected trunk is complete

with a prefix-sum range of 0 to 22. Hence, alias method can

be directly used to sample a neighbor of interest.

The second case needs to deal with sampling within an

incomplete trunk. If the selected trunk by ITS is incomplete,

alias method cannot be used as alias method can only be

performed on a complete trunk. In that case, ITS is used to

sample within the trunk by rebuilding the prefix-sum of that

trunk. Taking the 2 in Figure 5 as an example, assuming

the incoming edge is (9, 7, 4), the candidate edge set will be
{6, 5, 4}. This candidate set occupies the whole trunk {6, 5}
and a part of the trunk {4, 3} (edge 3 is not included). In this

case, PAT builds the prefix-sum array inside the incomplete

trunk, e.g., the prefix-sum array of the edge set {4}, and then

performs the ITS on it for sampling.

Intuitively, our PAT method alleviates the drawbacks of

both the alias table and ITS methods. First, compared to

the alias method design, for each vertex u, we reduce the
space consumption from O(D2) to O(D), where D is the de-

gree of vertex u. Note that our method only takes O(D)
space because our alias table trunks take O(D) space and

prefix-sum of trunks only takes O( D
trunkSize ) space. Sec-

ond, compared to the ITS method design, our PAT method

can reduce the searching time complexity from O(logD) to
O(log D

trunkSize ).

The trunkSize selection strategies differ under various

execution modes. When the memory capacity is sufficient

(full-in-memory execution), the trunkSize should be as large
as possible while satisfying that the time complexity of ITS

on the prefix-sum of trunks (i.e., O(log D
trunkSize )) is not

smaller than the time complexity of ITS inside each trunk (i.e.,

O(log trunkSize)). Hence, trunkSize should not be larger

than

√
D. In this case, we can choose trunkSize as ⌊

√
D⌋

for each vertex. When the memory is insufficient, we will

run PAT under the out-of-core execution mode. To reduce

the disk I/O, we choose the trunkSize as small as possible

while satisfying that we have enough memory space to store

the prefix-sum array of all trunks whose size is
|E |

trunkSize .

For example, we can choose trunkSize as 10 on the twitter

dataset under 16 GB memory limitation.

3.3 Hierarchical PAT (HPAT)
Although our PAT design can dramatically reduce space con-

sumption, it still has the O(log D
trunkSize ) time complexity.

Thus, we propose a hierarchical persistent alias table design
(HPAT) method to trade slightly more memory space for

lower sampling complexity.

Equations 5, 6 and 7 formally define how we construct

our HPAT for each vertex u with edge set as {e1, . . . , en} in
a hierarchical manner.

τu = {τ 0u , . . . , τ
k
u , . . . , τ

K
u },

0 ≤ k ≤ K = ⌊log
2
(|N (u)|)⌋ .

(5)

τ ku = {τ k ,0u , . . . , τ
k ,i
u , . . . , τ

k ,I
u },

0 ≤ i ≤ I = ⌊
|N (u)|

2
k

⌋ − 1.
(6)

τ k ,iu = {ei∗2k+1, . . . , e(i+1)∗2k }. (7)

In Equation 5, each τ ku is a relatively bigger trunk. Subse-

quently, in Equation 6, we partition each bigger trunk τ ku
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Figure 6. Hierarchical persistent alias table design (HPAT) for vertex 7 of Figure 1: (a) 7’s edge grouped in hierarchical trunks

(the toy graph in Figure 1), (b) sequentially group each 2
k
edges into a trunk, (c) case 1 without (left) vs. with (right) HPAT,

and (d) the auxiliary index for HPAT.

from Equation 5 into smaller trunks, i.e., τ k ,iu . Further, as

shown in Equation 7, each trunk is represented by an edge

set of τ k ,iu , which represents the i-th trunk of vertex u with

the length of 2
k
. For each trunk (bigger or smaller), we build

an alias table for subsequent sampling.

When sampling occurs, since each candidate edge set

{e1, . . . , ei } must be the prefix of the current vertex’s edge

set {e1, . . . , en} with decreasing time, the candidate edge set

can be divided into a number of trunks via binary decom-

position. Then, TEA first samples these trunks using ITS to
reduce the overall space overhead. After this, the alias table

of the sampled trunk is used to locally sample an edge (i.e.,

alias method is applied here to enable fast sampling).

Still using vertex 7 of Figure 1 as an example, the candi-

date set will be {6, . . . , 0}. Our trunk sets are shown in Fig-

ure 6b, τu can be represented as a set of τ 0u={{6}, . . . , {0}},
τ 1u= {{6, 5}, {4, 3}, {2, 1}}, τ 2u={{6, 5, 4, 3}}}. Upon sampling,

the candidate set is divided into three trunks (7 = 4 + 2 + 1):

Trunk_set={д1,д2,д3}, where д1 = {6, 5, 4, 3} = τ 2,0u , д2 =
{2, 1} = τ 1,2u , and д3 = {0} = τ 0,6u . Then the sampled proba-

bility of each trunk can be calculated by using the ITS array
C: P(д1) = (0, C[4]

C[7]
], P(д2) = (

C[4]

C[7]
, C[6]

C[7]
], P(д3) = (

C[6]

C[7]
, 1]. Af-

ter all available trunks are sampled by ITS, sampling based

on the local alias method begins: an edge in the sampled

trunk is sampled by the alias table in the trunk.

In this design, the time complexity of PAT is further re-

duced toO(loд(loд(D))) because each candidate edge set will

cover up to loд(D) trunks. After that, the local processing
using the alias method within each sampled trunk only takes

O(1) time complexity. In terms of space consumption, only

the alias tables of the subsets of τ k ,iu need to be preprocessed,

resulting in the space overhead of τ ku as D and the overall

space overhead of τu as O(Dloд(D)) with D as the degree

number. This is still much lower than simply applying the

alias method, which costsO(D2) for random walking on tem-

poral graphs. Although it has a higher space overhead than

ITS, which only needs D space, our sampling methods have

a faster sampling speed.

We also added two ad hoc optimizations. First, if the tem-

poral information of certain neighbors is earlier than all the

incoming edges, we can simply discard them. Second, if the

out-degree of a vertex is relatively low, we can simply build

alias tables for its specific out edges.

3.4 Auxiliary Index
This section introduces the concept of the auxiliary index

to reduce the time complexity for finding the trunks of in-

terest for each candidate edge set from O(loд(D)) to O(1).
During sampling, HPAT designs need to find the trunks con-

taining the candidate edges, i.e., Γt (u), which would lead to

O(loд(D)) time complexity. Below we detail the complexity

analysis. When a walker arrives at vertexu of time t , we need
to find the minimum number of trunks at sizes of 2i that can
construct Γt (u). This process needs loд(|Γt (u)|) operations
for decomposing Γt (u)| into appropriately sized trunks, and

loд(D) operations to find those trunks of interest. Using ver-

tex 7 in Figure 1 as an example, when a walker arrives at

vertex 7 from 0, the candidate edge set is Γt=3(u) = {6, 5, 4, 3}.
For HPAT, the required trunk will be {6, 5, 4, 3}. In another

situation, if vertex 7 is arrived from vertex 9, the Γt=4(u)
would be {6, 5, 4}. In this case, the trunks of interest in the

hierarchical persistent alias method would be {6, 5} and {4}.

Our auxiliary index enables TEA to rapidly identify the

trunks of interest. Figure 6d shows how to build an auxiliary

index for HPAT of vertex 7. Assuming the HPAT requires

7 neighbors from vertex 7, i.e., the top right dotted box in

Figure 6d, these neighbors will fall into three trunks: {6, 5, 4,

3}, {2, 1} and {0}. Since the HPAT arranges all the alias tables

into a complete binary search tree, with the indices 4+ 2+ 1,

we can locate the trunks of interest as follows. First, value

4 indicates we should fetch the only size =4 trunk in the

top-level, i.e., {6, 5, 4, 3}. Second, the value of 2 indicates our

second trunk of interest lies in the second level of the binary

search tree. Then the position of the trunk would start from

4, which is the sum of the size of the prior trunk. Finally,

value 1 indicates that this trunk resides in the third level

(where the size of all the trunks is 1). Further, the position of

the current trunk would be the sum of the sizes of fetched

trunks, that is, 4+2=6. Therefore, we obtain the last trunk.

This design reduces the time complexity of trunk finding

from O(loд(D)) to O(1).
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Figure 7. Incremental HPAT updating for vertex 7 of Figure 1

with five new streaming edges from 7 to {8, 9, 10, 11, 12},

respectively.

3.5 Streaming Graph Support
For the streaming graph setting, we assume the updates in-

clude the addition of new edges and vertices, and the updates

are done in batches for the sake of efficiency, which is similar

to the state of the art streaming graph systems [2, 20, 36].

For each new batch, we need to update the PAT and HPAT

indices. Fortunately, both our PAT and HPAT are built by

the timing order of the edges, that is, we arrange the edges

by decreasing timing order. For the batch of new incoming

edges, since their timing information is always larger than

the existing edges, we can simply append these new edges to

PAT and HPAT. That leads to our incremental update design

for PAT and HPAT. Since PAT is a special case of HPAT, we

describe the incremental update support for HPAT below.

The key to our incremental update design is that - we

keep the old HPAT index intact and create new trunks for

the incoming edges. Chances are that the newly added trunks

together with the old ones could lead to the growth of the

hierarchy in HPAT. We hence increase the hierarchy by com-

bining the existing and new trunks. Figure 7 exemplifies this

design for the same sample graph in Figure 6b. Assuming the

new incoming batch contains edges from vertex 7 of Figure 1

to {8, 9, 10, 11, 12}, where these incoming edges are sorted by

increasing time order. We perform the incremental update

to HPAT in two steps. First, we build an incremental HPAT

for these new arrivals (top right of Figure 7). Second, when

merging our incremental HPAT and the existing HPATs, we

might also need to generate a higher hierarchy for our HPAT

like {3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11} at the bottom of Figure 7. Be-

cause we create new HPATs with a higher hierarchy, even

under the out-of-core mode, the created HPATs will be stored

sequentially following current HPATs.

4 System Implementation
4.1 TEA: Putting All Things Together
Figure 8 presents the workflow of random walk atop TEA.
Particularly, for each random walk step, TEA uses the active

vertex to access the corresponding auxiliary index. And the

resultant auxiliary index is used to index the respective HPAT.

Temporal Graph

Incoming random walk source node

1. Access auxiliary index of node s; 
2. Access hierarchical persistent alias table with auxiliary index; 
3. Perform sampling on the hierarchical persistent alias table; 
4. Using the newly selected vertex, repeat from 1;  
Steps 1 - 4 continue until our random walk meets the required length.

TEA runtime sampling engine

Output random walk

TEA preprocessed data structures
Persistent alias table (preprocessed)

Hierarchical persistent alias table  
( B+ tree, where each node is an alias table, preprocessed)

Auxiliary index  
(<key value> pairs, preprocessed)

Streaming graph  
support

S
S

S

Figure 8. Overall workflow of TEA.

Finally, we perform sampling on the HPAT to derive the

sampled vertex. This process continues until the convergence

(i.e., arriving at the random walk length). TEA outputs the

sampled path at the end.

Table 2. TEA API specifications.

Name Description
Dynamic_weight() Dynamic weight definition interface

Dynamic_parameter() Dynamic parameter

Edges_interval() Extract the temporal subgraph

Algorithm 1 Temporal node2vec in temporal-centric API.

1: Dynamic_weight (Time time)

2: return exp(time)

3:

4: Dynamic_parameter (Vertex u, Vertex v)
5: if(u==v)
6: return 1

p
7: else if(u.ISNEIGHBOR(v))
8: return 1

9: else
10: return 1

q
11:

12: Edges_interval(Edges_set E, Time start_time, Time end_time)

13: begin=E.find(start_time)

14: end=E.find(end_time)

15: return {E[begin] , . . . , E[end]}

TEA Framework and temporal-centric API: We pro-

vide a temporal-centric framework for the end-users to ex-

press temporal randomwalk algorithmswith ease.We extend

the walker-centric concept on KnightKing to our temporal-
centric one which lets users think from the “time” perspec-

tive: The time instance affects the core of random walk, that

is, probability distribution. This framework mainly consists

of two user involvements, i.e., parameters and subgraph

selection which are listed in Table 2. Parameters (e.g., Dy-
namic_weight and Dynamic_parameter) allow users to
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Algorithm 2 Temporal-centric API in TEA.

1: Sampling (Random R, Vertex u, Time t)

2: Candidate edge set L = Γt (u)
3: Trunks set L’ = Auxiliary_Index (L)

4: Sampled trunk index (k,i) = Sampling R on L’ by ITS

5: return Edge = Sampling R on the trunk τk ,iu by alias method

6:

7: Preprocess (Edges_set E, Dynamic_weight())

8: Dynamic_weight() defines the weight for each edge in E

9: Generate HPAT for E

10:

11: Main (Len, start_time, end_time)

12: E’ = Edges_interval(E, start_time, end_time)

13: Preprocess(E’, Dynamic_weight( ))
14: while (Len>0)
15: for (each random walk S)

16: (u, t) = S.current_vertex

17: (up , tp ) = S.previous_vertex

18: while (True)
19: (R, R’) = random()

20: (u, v, t’) = Sampling(R, u, t)
21: if (R’ ≤ Dynamic_parameter(up , v))
22: break
23: S.previous_vertex = (u, t)

24: S.current_vertex = (v, t’)

25: Len = Len-1

customize the bias according to different applications. Sub-

graph selection provides more expressiveness to users, i.e.,

(Edges_interval). Edges_interval derives the subgraphs

of interest for TEA to perform random walk on. All these

APIs center around temporal information.

Algorithm 1 shows the usage of our APIs for temporal

node2vec. Dynamic_weight is defined as exp(time) as in
the state-of-the-art [31]. Dynamic_parameter defines the
parameter β(u ,vi ) in Equation 4 of temporal node2vec.Edges_
interval is provided for users to generate a subgraph (snap-

shot) for random walk according to different applications.

Algorithm 2 shows how user APIs interact with the TEA
framework. Particularly, it first uses Edges_interval to get

the subgraph for each query. Then, TEA uses Preprocess
function to generate the alias tables and auxiliary index.

During random walk computation, Sampling function uses

HPAT to encodeDynamic_weight and the random number

R. Then TEA uses the rejection sampling to check whether

this sampling trial is in the “Accepted” area, i.e., whether the

random number R′
is not larger than the dynamic parame-

ters provided by Dynamic_parameter. For random walks

without dynamic parameters, we simply return “Accepted”

during each rejection sampling process. Finally, it updates

random walks by newly sampled edges.

Out-of-core support: While HPAT is faster, it requires

more space. Our out-of-memory case focuses on space-saving

when HPAT cannot fit in memory. First, we resort to PAT

which is smaller than HPAT for sampling. During sampling,

the prefix-sum array of each edge’s trunk is cached in mem-

ory (Section 3.2) and we use it to sample the trunk of interest,

which will be loaded into memory for alias table-based sam-

pling. Our workflow of out-of-core execution is similar to

GraphWalker [40] except that we use PAT for sampling. As

shown in Section 3, if the sampled trunk is completed (Sec-

tion 3.2), we load the alias table of the current trunk into

memory, otherwise, we load the prefix-sum array. Second,

each to-be-loaded data will use the prior loaded data re-

entry [1] to minimize the disk I/O. The updating process

uses multiple threads to update walkers asynchronously.

Third, TEA stores the completed random walks the same as

GraphWalker [40], that is, we flush the completed ones to

disk when the number of them reaches 1,024.

4.2 Parallel TEA Data Structure Construction
TEA mainly requires the following three components: (1)

search the candidate edge set of each edge (2) construct the

PAT/HPAT for each vertex, and (3) generate the auxiliary

index for the HPATs. Fortunately, we can perform all these

steps in parallel. In the following, we analyze the above three

processes in detail.

Searching candidate edge sets: On sampling, when the

current random walk arrives at edge (u,v, t), it needs to
find the candidate edge set Γt (v), which are the out-edges

that are later than the time t of edge (u,v, t). We search

the candidate edge sets for all in-edges in parallel in two

steps. First, we sort the out-edges of the same source vertex

in time decreasing order by the radix sort with O(|E |) time

complexity. Second, we perform a binary search on the sorted

out-edge list to determine the candidate edge set for each in-

edge withO(|E |loд(D)). However, this step can be conducted

in parallel because the candidate edge set for each in-edge is

independent.

PAT/HPAT construction: TEA needs to construct alias

tables for both PAT and HPAT. For brevity, we mainly discuss

the HPAT construction because the PAT can be constructed

similarly. If different threads are assigned to construct differ-

ent alias tables, threads may compete for the same memory

position. To provide a lock-free parallel construction pro-

cess, we calculate the position of each alias table (τ k ,iu ) in

memory before construction. As the length of each alias ta-

ble is fixed (i.e., 2
k
), the position can be calculated before

constructing the alias table. With the derived position, we

can assign a thread to construct each alias table and store

the resultant alias table in the designated memory position

without contentions.

Auxiliary index generation: The auxiliary index is con-
structed on each candidate edge set Γt (u) for HPAT sampling.

As the size of Γt (u) is up to the degree size of u, it can store

the binary decomposition of each degree size from 1 to D,
where D is the maximum degree of the whole graph. There-

fore, the auxiliary index construction takes

∑D
D′=1 loд(D

′)
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time. For most traditional graphs, the maximum degree D is

up to millions, which leads to the acceptable auxiliary index

construction time. Additionally, the binary decomposition

of different candidate edge sets is independent. Therefore,

the auxiliary index construction can be parallelized embar-

rassingly.

4.3 Complexity Analysis

This part compares the time complexity of TEA with state-

of-the-art works GraphWalker [40] and KnightKing [45] for

linear temporal weight random walk, exponential tempo-

ral weight random walk and temporal node2vec algorithms.

TEA uses HPAT for all random walk algorithms. For lin-

ear temporal weight random walk, both GraphWalker and

KnightKing use ITS. For exponential temporal weight ran-

dom walk, GraphWalker uses the sequential pass to calculate

the probability distribution and then samples the selected

edge, while KnightKing relies upon the rejection sampling

method. When dealing with the temporal node2vec, for dy-

namic weight component, GraphWalker uses the full-scan

sampling method (Section 1), and KnightKing exploits rejec-

tion sampling. For the dynamic parameter component, both

GraphWalker and KnightKing use rejection sampling.

For the linear temporal weight random walk, both Graph-

Walker and KnightKing have O(loд(D)) time complexity

while TEA only has O(loд(loд(D))) time complexity thanks

to our novel hybrid sampling approach on the HPAT data

structure. For the exponential temporal weight random walk,

the time complexity of GraphWalker is O(D) for the sequen-
tial pass, and KnightKing is O( 1ε ) where ε is the accepted
ratio of rejection sampling. The accepted ratio can be de-

fined as ε = δ (e1)+δ (e2)+...+δ (eD )

D∗δ (eD )
where δ (ei ) is the weight of

edge ei and the maximum weight of these edges is δ (eD ). For
example, as discussed in Section 3.1, the accepted ratio of

rejection sampling of vertex 7 is ε =
∑D
j=1 exp(j)

D∗exp(D)
. Because the

accepted ratio is always larger than
1

D , the time complexity

of KnightKing is slightly smaller than O(D). For TEA, the
complexity is always O(loд(loд(D))).
The only difference between temporal node2vec and ex-

ponential temporal weight random walk is that the temporal

node2vec has the dynamic parameter β which is defined in

Equation 4. The dynamic weight for both algorithms is the

same as defined in Equation 3. For the dynamic parameter

β , both KnightKing and GraphWalker use the rejection sam-

pling as β is requiring a small and constant expected number

of trails. Therefore, for both KnightKing and GraphWalker,

the time complexity of temporal node2vec is the same as the

exponential temporal weight random walk.

4.4 Discussion and Limitations
We anticipate that TEA could offer two benefits to the broader

community. First, the training of temporal graph neural net-

works on large graphs, such as recent work [16], could ben-

efit from TEA. Particularly, sampling is one of the most ex-

pensive steps for training a GNN on large graphs. Since

TEA could accelerate sampling by orders of magnitude, the

impacts on GNN training for temporal graphs would be enor-

mous. Second, random walks and sampling on static graphs

could also benefit from our idea of combining various Monte

Carlo sampling methods together. For instance, C-SAW [32],

which scales the random number to perform repeated sam-

pling, could benefit from our hybrid approach.

Although TEA proposes efficient solutions for temporal

graph random walk, there are still some limitations. First,

TEA can not support distributed random walk and sampling.

One possible solution could be replacing the rejection sam-

pling of KnightKing [45] by our PAT or HPAT in order to

support distributed execution. Second, TEA can only support

streaming graphs. Other cases such as deleting or changing

vertices or edges are not supported. We plan to add support

for these features to TEA in the future.

5 Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Setup

Environment: TEA is evaluated against GraphWalker

and KnightKing both of which are state-of-the-art general

random walk engines. We use two setups i.e., a single ma-

chine and a distributed machine for evaluation. While TEA
is evaluated in both single and distributed machine, Graph-

Walker is evaluated on the single machine and KnightKing

is evaluated on a distributed machine. For single machine

execution, evaluations are performed on a machine with two

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5- 2640 v2 @ 2.00GHz (each has 8-

cores), 94GB DRAM (20MB L3 Cache) and an 1TB SATA SSD

(650MB/s for sequential read). For distributed machine, we

use an 8-node cluster (each node is the same as our single

machine configuration) with 40Gbps IB interconnection.

Table 3. Datasets used for evaluation (where k = 10
3
).

Dataset |V| |E| Degree Mean Max Degree

growth 1,870k 39,953k 42.714 226,577

edit 21,504k 266,769k 21.069 3,270,682

delicious 33,777k 301,183k 66.752 4,358,622

twitter 41,652k 1468,365k 74.678 3,691,240

Benchmarks: Table 3 lists the details of datasets in this

section. We choose four widely used datasets from Koblenz

Large Network Collection [23] for evaluation, all of which

are temporal graphs in the standard format, i.e., edge streams.

For each graph, |V | denotes the number of vertices; |E | de-
notes the number of edges; Deдree Mean gives the averaged
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Table 4.The runtime performance (in seconds) and speedup of TEA over state-of-the-artmethods GraphWalker and KnightKing.

Datasets

Linear weight random walk Exponential weight random walk Temporal node2vec

GraphWalker KnightKing TEA GraphWalker KnightKing TEA GraphWalker KnightKing TEA
growth 14.97 (26.4x) 2.46 (4.3x) 0.56 39.71 (13.6x) 4.82 (1.6x) 2.93 52.18 (14.8x) 7.03 (2.0x) 3.52

edit 161.12 (30.9x) 25.8 (4.9x) 5.21 27961.48 (860.1x) 2583.94 (79.5x) 32.51 71907.56 (1536.1x) 10388.17 (221.9x) 46.81

delicious 248.36 (31.1x) 40.60 (5.1x) 7.98 46479.26 (1196.6x) 5044.26 (129.9x) 38.84 119724.11 (2001.5x) 29627.98 (495.3x) 59.82

twitter 479.84 (39.4x) 73.26 (6.0x) 12.16 224421.26 (3140.0x) 37968.30 (531.3x) 71.47 572274.20 (6158.0x) 88677.35 (954.2x) 92.93

number of edges connected to each node; Max Deдree is

the maximum degree among all nodes in the graph. These

datasets, especially the large ones, are representative power-

law graphs. As discussed previously, since evolving graphs

can be transformed into temporal graph representation [25]

for random walking, we exclude the evaluation for them.

Walkers parameters: For traditional random walk algo-

rithms, we have to set the number of walks starting from

each vertex (i.e., R), which gives the total number of walks

as R ∗ |V |. For fairness, we set the number R as 1 and the

maximum length L = 80, which is the same as traditional ran-

dom walk engines such as KnightKing [45]. For the dynamic

parameters p and q of the temporal node2vec, we set p = 0.5,
q = 2 which is widely used in random walk engines [17, 45].

Baselines: For the all-in-memory mode, we compare TEA
with both GraphWalker [40] and KnightKing [45]. We di-

rectly use open source codes of GraphWalker and KnightK-

ing. KnightKing uses 8 nodes distributed setting which has

better performance than only on a single node [45]. Note

that both GraphWalker and KnightKing use binary search

to search candidate edge sets on sampling, while TEA does

not. For the external-memory mode, we only compare TEA
to GraphWalker because GraphWalker can support external-

memory well while KnightKing cannot.

5.2 TEA vs. State-of-the-art Systems

Table 4 presents the overall performance of GraphWalker,

KnightKing, and our TEA. For fairness, we include the pre-
processing time of TEA in the total random walk time.

Linear temporal weight random walk: We evaluate

GraphWalker, KnightKing, and TEA on linear temporal weight

random walk under different datasets to demonstrate the

effectiveness of TEA. Overall, TEA is 26.4 ∼ 39.4× faster than

GraphWalker. Because KnightKing uses eight machines, the

speedup of TEA over KnightKing is lower than that of Graph-

Walker. However, we still achieve a 4.3 ∼ 6.0× speedup over

KnightKing. Because our main sources of performance im-

provement come from the optimization of the candidate

edge sets searching in preprocessing and the sampling pro-

cess, both of which are associated with the graph degree,

we observe that the graph dataset that exhibits the maxi-

mum speedup for TEA over GraphWalker to be the same for

KnightKing too. Similarly for the minimum speedup case.
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Figure 9. Memory Usage.
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Figure 10. TEA VS Others.

Exponential temporal weight randomwalk: Because
exponential temporal weight random walk has to deal with

dynamic edge weights, GraphWalker needs to rebuild the

transition probability on demand. This process has to fully

scan all the neighbors. Togetherwith sampling, GraphWalker

takes about 62.3 hours on the largest dataset twitter. In con-

trast, TEA finishes the entire sampling in 1.2 minutes. Over-

all, TEA can achieve up to 3, 140× speedup across all set-

tings. Even for the smallest dataset, we still observe a 13.6×

speedup. Although the exponential function makes the prob-

ability distribution highly skewed which will result in a large

number of trials, KnightKing still outperforms GraphWalker

because the number of trials is always less than the degree of

nodesD, which determines the overhead of each sampling in

GraphWalker. Further, because KnightKing is a distributed

system that runs on an 8-node cluster, KnightKing has sev-

eral times speedup over GraphWalker. But overall, our TEA
achieves up to 531× speedup over KnightKing. As KnightK-

ing uses rejection sampling, it requires a large number of

trials which follows the discussion of Section 4.3.

Temporal node2vec: Different from the exponential ran-

dom walk, temporal node2vec further adds the dynamic pa-

rameter β (Equation 4) into random walk generation and the

time complexity of temporal node2vec is close to β as shown

in Section 4.3. For the dynamic parameter β , all systems use

rejection sampling. As current works always choose p = 0.5
and q = 2 for β , the expected trial number is not large [45].

For each trail, temporal node2vec runs a exponential random

walk. As large degree vertices tend to have higher trail num-

bers and TEA can achieve better performance on the large

degree numbers, TEA has better improvement on temporal

node2vec than the exponential random walk. Particularly,

the speedup of TEA is 14.84 ∼ 6, 158× over GraphWalker

and up to 954× over KnightKing.
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Memory comparison: Figure 9 illustrates the memory

usage of TEA, GraphWalker, and KnightKing on different

datasets. TEA uses HPAT data structure under the full mem-

ory mode. TEA takes up to 78.06 GB on twitter, while us-

ing 2 GB memory on growth. The HPAT index takes the

most space, i.e. 82.5% ∼ 91.2%, of the total memory usage.

Compared with state-of-the-art systems, GraphWalker takes

36.48 GB on twitter, while KnightKing takes a maximum of

6.91 GB per node under 8-node distributed execution. When

KnightKing is executed in a single node, it takes 45 GB on

twitter. While HPAT takes a slightly larger space than the

state-of-the-art, it is astonishingly 6,158× and 954× faster

than GraphWalker and KnightKing on this twitter graph,

respectively.

Compare with other engines: Figure 10 compares TEA
with other engines, including KnightKing under the single

node execution (K-1-node) and CTDNE [31] with the tempo-

ral node2vec random walk method. The general trend is that

our TEA outperforms both K-1-node and CTDNE tremen-

dously. Particularly, TEA can achieve 5, 627× speedup over K-

1-node. Compared to CTDNE, TEA can achieve up to 8, 816×
speedup because CTDNE provides a temporal graph random

walk-based neural network model rather than an efficient

random walk system with system-level optimizations.

Parameters Sensitivity: Randomwalk parameters affect

the overall performance. For R and L, they directly affect the

performance. The runtime of R = 2 is 1.91 ∼ 2.14× longer

than R=1 under different L with range from 10 to 80. The

runtime of L = 80 takes nearly 4.7 ∼ 5.9× longer runtime

than L=10 under different R with range from 1 to 3.

Applications scope:We also notice that some other pop-

ular static graph randomwalk based algorithms, such as Sim-

Rank [19], meta-path [6], and Personalized PageRank [11, 46],

do not have existing variations on temporal graphs. Nev-

ertheless, if practitioners would like to implement these

applications atop temporal graphs, the goal can be conve-

niently achieved by deploying them atop TEA, which comes

with algorithm-level and system-level optimizations together

with the general framework provided by TEA.

5.3 Piecewise Breakdown
In this section, we study the impacts of our two major opti-

mizations, HPAT sampling optimization, and auxiliary index

optimization (Section 3.4). We choose the temporal node2vec

as the example application and perform this study under the

in-memory environment. And the baseline is GraphWalker.

HPAT sampling optimization: As seen in Figure 11, on

average, our HPAT optimization is 812.55× faster than the

baseline. The maximum speedup comes from the twitter

dataset, where TEA retains up to 1, 788× speedup. Even the

smallest speedup is as high as 5.4×. We also find that the

root cause of this speedup variation comes from the differ-

ence between the average degrees of various graph datasets.

Particularly, since the time complexity of the baseline and
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Figure 11. Piecewise breakdown as HPAT and auxiliary

index.

TEA are O(D) and O(loд(loд(D)) + loд(D)), our sampling is

almost insensitive to the degree D. Therefore, for graphs
with a higher average degree, like the twitter graph, our

speedup climbs.

Auxiliary index optimization further adds 2.75 ∼ 3.45×
speedup to TEA. Recall that the auxiliary index optimization

is to help locate the alias table trunks of our interest. This

becomes important after our HPAT significantly reduces the

sampling time. Similarly, as the first optimization, we ob-

serve the biggest gain for twitter from 320.1 to 92.93 seconds

while the smallest speedup for growth was from 9.66 to 3.52

seconds. The speedup comes from the time complexity re-

duction, fromO(loд(loд(D))+loд(D)) toO(loд(loд(D))). Note
that the impacts of the degree in this optimization are similar

to HPAT across datasets.

5.4 Comparison of Various Sampling Methods
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(a) Runtime Comparison.
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(b) Memory Usage.

Figure 12. The comparison across various sampling meth-

ods, i.e., HPAT, PAT, ITS, and alias method.

This section compares the performance impacts of HPAT

and PAT with the traditional Monte Carlo sampling methods,

i.e., inverse transform sampling [30] and alias method [27].

Particularly, for ITS, we can directly use it in TEA because

the sampling space is organized in time decreasing order

that favors ITS sampling space construction. For the alias

method, we build multiple versions of alias tables for each

possible candidate edge set.

Figures 12a and 12b compare the runtime and memory

usage for temporal node2vec respectively. We can see that

the alias method has the smallest runtime on the growth

dataset but it fails to accommodate other datasets due to

overwhelming space consumption (see Section 3.1). Even for
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the growth dataset, the alias method is a mere 1.38× faster

than HPAT but with an astonishing 51.7× larger memory

usage than HPAT. For other datasets, HPAT is the fastest

sampling method and PAT comes second. Particularly, HPAT

can achieve 1.43 ∼ 2.97× speedup than PAT and PAT can

achieve 1.22 ∼ 1.89× than ITS. For memory usage, PAT and

ITS consume similar memory space, i.e., PAT only consumes,

on average, 1.26× larger space than ITS. Further, HPAT con-

sumes, on average, 1.95× larger space than PAT.

5.5 TEA Data Structure Construction Cost
This section studies the time consumption of the TEA data

structure construction (i.e., preprocessing). The preprocess-

ing includes searching candidate edge sets, PAT/HPAT con-

struction, and auxiliary index generation. As discussed in

Section 4.2, TEA provides a lock-free parallel execution for

all these processes. In the following, we show the evaluation

of these processes one by one.

Figure 13a shows the evaluation of searching candidate

edge sets from a single thread up to 16 threads. With a sin-

gle thread, it takes 50s (seconds) on the twitter dataset and
0.96s on the growth dataset. When we scale to 16 threads,

it only takes 3.7s on the twitter dataset and 0.07s on the

smallest dataset. Although the time complexity of this pro-

cess is O(|E |loд(D)) with D as the maximum degree number,

our multithreaded support helps significantly speed up this

ordering process (O(|E |loд(D)) is reduced to O(
|E |loд(D)

Threads ).

Figure 13b presents the evaluation of HPAT construction.

Under a single-threaded context, TEA takes 233s on the twit-
ter dataset while the time consumption shrinks to 18.4s under

16 threads. On the smallest dataset growth, TEA takes 4.8s

under the single-threaded setting and 0.4s under 16 threads.

This process has the same time complexity O(
|E |loд(D)

Threads ) as

the candidate edge sets searching. But this process has bigger

constants because it needs to build alias tables with addi-

tional constants while searching candidate edge sets only

needs an amount of binary search with very small constants.

This process takes about 80% of the preprocessing time.

Figure 13c shows the evaluation of auxiliary index gener-

ation. This process takes the smallest percentage of the total

preprocessing time, only 5%. This is because of the small time

complexity, i.e., O(
∑D

D′=1 loд(D
′)) with D as the maximum

degree number. This process takes from 0.025s to 1.1s under

16 threads. Even under the single thread setting, it only needs

12s on the twitter dataset. As shown in Table 3, the maximum

degree number D of all datasets is up to millions. This is the

main reason for the fast auxiliary index generation process.

Figure 13d shows the speedup of our incremental HPAT

updating over the naïve baseline that rebuilds the HPAT

from scratch. This speedup is affected by two factors, i.e.,

the batch size of new incoming edges and the vertex degree

size. While the first factor is straightforward, the second one

could impact the speedup because it decides the workload

difference between our method and the naïve one. In this

evaluation, we study the batch sizes of 100 and 10000 for

vertex degrees of 1, 100, 10k, and 1 million. Generally, when

the vertex degree is much smaller than the batch size, the

speedup is close to 1. When the batch size is equal to the

vertex degree, the speedup is 1.82× and 1.65× under batch

size is 100 and 10000 respectively. When the degree size is

much larger than the batch size, the speedup is enormous.

Particularly, when the degree size is 10
6
, the batch size 100

enjoys 8,975× speedup, and the batch size 10000 offers 79.3×

speedup.

Figure 13e reports the preprocessing time with respect

to the increasing number of threads on the twitter dataset.
Since the preprocessing step is embarrassingly parallel, we

observe close to linear scalability, i.e., 12.8× from 1 to 16

threads. When we perform a random walk of length 80 from

each vertex in this dataset, the preprocessing time takes 24%

of the total time. This ratio is subject to change when the

number and length of the random walks vary.

5.6 Studying TEA in Out-of-Core Setting

Figure 14a shows the overall runtime of TEA and Graph-

Walker under an out-of-core execution environment, where

temporal node2vec is the application. On average, TEA is

713× faster than GraphWalker with the maximum and mini-

mum speedups as 1, 172× (twitter) and 115× (growth), respec-

tively. Since the out-of-memory setting is closely related to

disk I/O, Figure 14b further investigates the I/O performance

of TEA and GraphWalker. As expected, longer runtime in

Figure 14a also experiences longer I/O time in Figure 14b.

Particularly, the average, maximum and minimum speedups

are 480.4×, 1107.8× (twitter), and 130.3× (growth), respec-

tively.

Disk I/O takes the majority of runtime in the out-of-core

execution environment. And since we use prefix-sum of edge

trunks to pick the trunk of interest for loading, our I/O com-

plexity is henceO(trunkSize) (Section 3.2). For GraphWalker,

because it has to load D neighbors in memory for sampling,

both its sampling and I/O complexities areO(D). Considering
that disk I/O has a remarkably slower speed than CPUs, the

computation of sampling takes much less time than neighbor

loading from disk. This explains the trend matching between

Figure 14b and Figure 14a.

6 Related Work
The majority of the recent random walk applications cen-

ter around static graph random walk engines. Particularly,

DrunkardMob [24] and GraphWalker [40] are high-speed

out-of-core randomwalk engines that target static walks run-

ning on a single machine. DrunkardMob loads the selected

dataset into the memory in every round to update each ran-

dom walk’s status. GraphWalker optimizes DrunkardMob

by using a better data loading strategy and a random walk
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(a) Edges Searching.
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(b) HPAT Generation.
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(c) Index Generation.
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Figure 13. Preprocessing Breakdown.
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(a) Out-of-Core Performance.
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(b) Disk I/O Comparison.

Figure 14. Out-of-Core Execution Analysis.

updating strategy. KnightKing [45] is a distributed random

walk engine for static graphs. It brings novel optimizations to

rejection sampling algorithms. However, these optimizations

can neither efficiently address temporal random walks prob-

lems nor expedite out-of-core executions. FlashMob [44] and

ThunderRW [38] both improve the irregular memory access

of random walk while they still can not have an efficient

sampling method for temporal graphs with dynamic sam-

pling. C-SAW [32] is a single machine GPU-based random

walk engine that aims to optimize ITS sampling algorithms

for static graphs. However, none of these sampling optimiza-

tions are designed for temporal graphs and thus suffer from

high time complexity, and overwhelming space consumption

when accommodating temporal graphs.

Temporal graph random walk is a very important type

of graph embedding methods [10, 12, 13, 21, 26, 28, 47]. For

example, several popular static graph random walk models

have been expanded to support temporal graphs, such as

node2vec [8, 37, 50, 52]. It is important to note that existing

static random walk models are not designed to tackle tempo-

ral graph randomwalk problems. Many current technologies

for static random walk models cannot be directly applied to

solve temporal graph random walk problems due to being

oblivious to the additional time instance dimension. As for

random walk models in temporal space, CTDNE [25, 31] pro-

poses the exponential weight random walk which is widely

used in temporal graph random walks [17, 41]. CAW [41]

proposes Causal Anonymous Walks for inductive representa-
tion learning in temporal graphs which has a similar edge

transition probability to CTDNE but with a different random

walk generation strategy. EHNA [17] proposes the temporal

node2vec and embeds the temporal random walk algorithm

in a stacked LSTM architecture to provide high accuracy but

has high programming challenging and even slower execu-

tion efficiency than random walk based model CTDNE.

7 Conclusion
This paper presents TEA, the first general-purpose random
walk engine for temporal graphs. TEA proposes a novel

method to prevent the edge weight from being affected by

dynamic temporal information. Further, we introduce a per-

sistent alias table (PAT), hierarchical persistent alias table

(HPAT), and associated auxiliary index mechanism to accel-

erate the sampling process. Finally, we provide a temporal-

centric programming interface for the end users to express

various temporal random walk algorithms with ease. Sup-

ported by TEA, diverse temporal random walk algorithms

can benefit from our optimizations. Centered around our

novel persistent alias sampling method, TEA can achieve up

to 3 orders of magnitude performance improvement over the

state-of-the-art random walk engines.
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